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Name: Trevor and Vicky Breary   O/N:   16001 

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

I was very impress with their work. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Yes, everything was finished quickly and on schedule. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

It was most definitely worth the money. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

They are very reliable and trustworthy. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes, the builders are very neat and clean up after every days work. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes, I have been using Herron’s for 10 years and would use them again for any renovations. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

No. 

 

Name:  Angela and Brian Brink   O/N: 15028    

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Very happy, they are reliable and tidy. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Work was completed on schedule and timeously. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Definitely value for money. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Definitely, they are very efficient. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

I have used Herron’s for more than 12 years for all my renovation requirements and would use 
them again.  
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7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

Yes, the plumbing was a little sloppy, we only realised several years later so I never bothered to 

call them in. 

 

Name:  Lindsay and Sandy   O/N:  15011/15018 

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

I am happy with the work done. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Everything was done on time and to schedule. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Absolutely worth every sent. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

They are very reliable and fix any and all problems things that need repairing without fail. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Definitely, I would recommend Herron’s to anyone. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes, I would use Herron’s in the future. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

No. 

 

Name:  Rossi   O/N:    16010 

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

I was happy with the renovation of my kitchen. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Yes, everything was completed on schedule. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Yes, it was worth the money. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No. 
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5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes, everything was great. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes, I would use Herron’s in the future. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

No. 

 

Name:  Karleen Schwabacher   O/N: 17009     

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Very happy, they worked well and gave excellent service. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Yes, on time and neatly finished. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

I didn’t bother to get any other quotes as I was happy with the quote and design by Herron’s 
from the start. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

I haven’t needed to call them back in 11 years so that tells you how excellent their service was. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes I would. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes, I was happy with their work and would use them again. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

No. 

 

Name:  David and Liliana Abramsohn O/N: 16002     

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Very happy with the work done. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

They had a schedule for every day and never failed to keep to it. 
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3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

They are more expensive than most but for the added value and service it is most definitely 
worth the money. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

A few weeks later we needed a couple adjustments to be made but Herron’s did them without 
issue or delay. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes, I would. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

I would definitely use them again. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

No. Good luck with your renovations. 

 

Name: Kirsty and Carl    O/N: 17016     

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Yes, the finished product is very high class to other places. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Everything was done quickly and on schedule. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Absolutely worth the money. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

I would definitely recommend them. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes, they did a splendid job. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

Herron’s is very good at helping with the design and they help to find the best fit for your home 

and life.  
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Name:  Hettie   O/N:  17003 

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

I was happy with them, they do absolutely everything for you. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Yes, they worked very professionally and efficiently. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Yes, as they do everything in essence it would cost more money and time to arrange different 
people to come in and do the work that Herron’s does. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes, I would, they are very professional and even handle things that you did not expect like 
cleaning up afterwards. Where you would normally have to pay someone else to do it. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

The only thing they don’t do is painting but everything from plumbing to tiling to roofing they 

handle. 

 

Name:  Kisa & Andre   O/N:   16006 

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Yes, I am very impressed with the job. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

They actually started ahead of schedule and finished quickly. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Absolutely worth the money. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

Yes, a year later we needed a few things to be tightened and adjusted and within 24 hours they 
were there to fix it. Nothing ever broke or was damaged through, so we are very happy. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes, absolutely. 
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6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes, I would use them again, amazing service. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

They put up schedules of when each contractor would be in and nobody was ever late, so 

everything went smoothly and as planned. 

 

Name:   Suroya & Ishmail O/N:   16017 

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Yes, everything was done perfectly and quickly. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

We had a very limited amount of time to complete the job and Herron’s completed everything 
on time and perfectly, handling the time restraint amazingly. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Yes, we were happy with everything. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes, Herron’s work is exactly what you need and expect from an elite company. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

Herron’s is very efficient and they worked with in the building legislation and kept to a very tight 

schedule. 

 

Name:  Josh O/N: 17017    

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Yes, everything is in place and nothing was wrong. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Yes. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 
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Yes. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

No. 

 

Name:  Anne O/N:   15027 

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Absolutely, we were very impressed. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Given that it was done over Christmas, the work was completed to schedule as best as possible. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Yes, definitely worth the money. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No, everything was completed perfectly first time. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes, they are very easy to work with, great people. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Even to this day, when people see the work they did they are so impressed by how amazing it 
looks, I would definitely use them again. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

They are very easy to talk to and communicate with. 

 

Name:  Willie and Mary-Anne O/N: 16018/16019    

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

We are grateful for the pain free pleasant experience. 
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2. Was the work completed timeously? 

They did a lot of work under a very short time restraint. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Yes, and there was no hidden costs or messing us around. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No, they actually called us when the guarantee was due to expire to ask us if we needed 
anything repaired. I was so shocked, I almost fainted.  

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes, I would recommend them to anyone. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

I hope I don’t need any more renovations but if I did yes I would definitely use Herron’s again. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

No, they are very efficient and by comparison much better than any other. They don’t damage 
anything and clean up after themselves. 

 

Name: Peter and Lesley O/N:  17022  

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Yes, we were very happy with them. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Everything happened on schedule. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Absolutely. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

I definitely would, it is a very professional job. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

No. 
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Name:  Cathy and Craig O/N:   15008 

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

I found them absolutely brilliant. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Yes, everything went as expected and the Herron’s team was very helpful. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Yes. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No, to this day both jobs Herron’s did are both still in perfect condition. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes, absolutely. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes, as we have used them twice and will again in the future. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

Colin Herron’s is a wonderful person, very hands on. 

 

Name: Georgie and Hester O/N: 15101    

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Yes, we were very happy with the work. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Yes, everything was completed on schedule. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Yes, the service and quality made the money worth it. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No, once the job was completed we never had any issues. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes, I would. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 
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Yes, definitely. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

Good luck with your renovations. 

 

Name: Debbie and Dave O/N: 17004   

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

I was very happy with Herron’s. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Everything was completed on time. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Yes. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

I have never needed them to come back. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes, I would recommend them. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes, I would use them again, very impressed. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

They were very neat and tidy. 

 

Name: Patrick and Cheryl O/N: 17005   

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Absolutely. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Everything was completed on schedule. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Yes, definitely, the finished product was amazing. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No, we never needed anything fixed. 
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5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

I highly recommend them, they are very good. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes, I would use them again. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

No. 

 

Name: Ian and Lauren  O/N: 15009   

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Yes, we were very happy. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Everything was done quickly and on schedule. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Yes, it is definitely worth it for the service and quality we received. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No, we haven’t needed anything repaired, still perfect after 3 years. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes, for a professional job, Herron’s is the way to go. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes, I would definitely use them again. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

No. 

 

Name: Adri and Shanon  O/N:  17020   

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Yes, we were absolutely happy. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Yes they had a schedule and everything was done as scheduled. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 
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Yes, we had expensive work done and Herron’s didn’t fail in providing the best work for our 
money. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

A couple days later, some grout work in the bathroom had to be fixed but within 24 hours they 
were there and it was fixed, no hassles. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes, I would recommend them, they were brilliant. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes we have used them several times, very impressive work. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

They are very easy to work with, never had an issue getting hold of them and the people on sight 
were always well managed and clean. 

 

Name: Antony and Sue O/N: 17021  N/A 

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Absolutely fabulous. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Everything went perfectly. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Absolutely worth every penny. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes I would. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes, they are brilliant. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

No. 

 

Name: Debbie and Barry O/N: 17012 N/A 

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 
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We were very happy. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Fast and efficient. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Yes, definitely and they save you a lot of time. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

Yes, one plug stopped workinga couple weeks later, but nothing serious, they came in and fixed 
it straight away. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Yes I would recommend them. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Yes I would. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

They have been around forever, so they are definitely the more professional experienced option. 

 

Name: Partington O/N: 17011 

1. Were you happy with the kitchen/bathroom renovation? 

Absolutely. Our Kitchen looks incredible. 

2. Was the work completed timeously? 

Yes everything was done on schedule. 

3. Do you feel you got value for money? 

Definitely. 

4. Have you ever needed to call on their after sales service, and did they honour the guarantee? 

No, we never had to call them back. 

5. Would you recommend Herron’s? 

Definitely. I would recommend them to anyone. 

6. Would you use Herron’s again? 

Absolutely, in a heartbeat. 

7. Is there any advice you could give me prior to going ahead? 

They are very good, while on sight if I asked for any changes they would do them without fail. 


